
October committee meeting minutes 

5th October 2015, 7:30pm 

Attendees 

Committee: Bob Latchem, Dave Whittington, Drew Buck, Eugene Kertzman, Guy Worsdall, James 
Weeks, Keith Evans, Nic Meadow, Nick Cross, Nick Creed, Terry Hodkinson, Tony Penton, 
Victoria Ratcliffe 

Club Members: Lucinda Weeks 

Apologies: Elaine Riddle, Marc Riddle, Matt Creed 

Actions arising from last meeting 

Action Who Status 

Send thank you card to Ray 
Mansfield 

Elaine Done 

Send off forms for our 2016 open 
time trial 

Bob Done, 3 dates submitted 
 

New membership secretary - discuss 
with Lee Gumm 

Bob Lee happy to take over 

Volunteers for new time trial 
secretary for 2016 

Rob Specific requirement to be sent out in Oct newsletter 

Purchase of race numbers Eugene Bath CC have applied for a British Cycling grant for race 
numbers and other equipment for use at Odd Down - on 
hold 

Set out “job roles” for Odd Down 
events 

Eugene To do, dates have been set for 6th January and February 
 

Club kit design proposal - receive 
design suggestions 

Tori See minutes 
 

Catering for Open Sportive Rob and 
Lucie 

Complete - kitchen looked like Great British Bake Off 

Social rides - club members required 
to come forward and lead rides 

All Discuss organisation in AOB if time permits 
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Minutes 

The minutes from the last meeting were agreed, and the meeting started with a quick update on outstanding 
actions from the last meeting - updates are on page one. 

Chair’s report 

Our October meeting comes a day after yet another successful sportive (with 72 riders in all) and thanks has to go 
as always to Drew for organising and everyone who supports the event by giving up their time in the run up, on 
the day and afterwards. So many riders are coming back to ride it again which is testament to the atmosphere of 
the ride. It was also encouraging to see the high percentage of ladies on the 50 mile ride, something that we 
should look to build on yet more if we run the event again. 

Everything the club does relies on volunteers, and I’ve been considering how we can do this better. One thought 
I’ve had, which I will admit is not groundbreaking but may help, is to ensure that when we ask for volunteers we 
actually set out what specifically we need help with and how much time/ongoing commitment it is likely to take. 
For example, those of us who have helped out at a Summer or Winter Series event at Odd Down will know that 
someone is needed to sign riders in, or do the junior gearing checks, or steward the entrance to the track, but 
people who haven’t may not and “we need help for such and such date at Odd Down” might be a bit vague. So 
let’s look to say exactly what roles are required and how much time it will take. 

Finally, whilst I think that a change of venue and the option to purchase a drink and stay after the meeting to 
socialise has been a positive change, it does appear that our pub of choice has been getting louder and busier over 
the last few months. I want to ensure that everyone has a chance to fully participate in meetings and the noise 
levels are definitely a problem, as well as it’s hard to talk loudly enough when you’re aware that someone is trying 
to enjoy their steak pie behind you and probable don’t want to hear the minutiae of our discussions. I have asked 
at Radstock Hotel if there was an alternative room we could go in, and the answer was no. So let’s have a look for 
another venue that has at least a quiet corner for us and a bar! 

Secretary’s report 

Elaine was busy enjoying herself on a holiday so didn’t submit a report this month. 

Treasurer’s report 

Keith updated the committee that we now have £10k across our accounts, further income coming from time 
trials. 

We have seen yet more attempts to set up Direct Debits in the name of the club, Keith took the time to log a 
police report and was given a number to call - they have fed back that this is not uncommon. The bank will refund 
any money fraudulently taken. 

However, it was felt that it might be better to move to taking online payments via British Cycling for next year. 
British Cycling don’t charge for this service and it can be done via their website. 

Action - James to remove our bank details from our website and place a link to British Cycling’s facility instead 

Membership report 

We have had no new members since the last meeting. 

Bob has spoken to Lee Gumm who is happy to take over as membership secretary next year. 
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Time trial report 

Bob was disappointed with club turn out for the hill climb - only seven members took part. 

It was asked whether we submitted an open hill climb for 2016 - Bob said no as the deadline to do so was 20th 
September and we never found a suitable local hill. 

No-one has come forward to take over the weekly 10s next year. The proposal to share the load with Frome CC is 
still there but events for next year need to be registered by December. 

Bob confirmed that he is still happy to organise the Open TT event next year. 

Action - Robert and Victoria to ensure we give the need for a new Time Trial organiser another push in the next 
newsletter 

Membership fee for 2016 

Robert has been considering whether the current membership fee provides good value for members. Whilst our 
fee is similar to other local clubs, we also have our reserves which other clubs don’t have. As an idea starter, he 
proposed whether we should calculate our definitive outgoings for the year (such as affiliations to Cycling Time 
Trials Association and British Cycling) and set the membership fee to cover this. 

There was a general consensus from the committee that most present were happy with the current cost of 
membership (it’s still around £1 a month), and that there was no benefit to reducing it. Instead other ideas were 
suggested: 

● Free junior (under 18) membership 
● Reduced club entry to weekly time trials 
● Discounted sportive entry 
● Free Christmas party 

Robert pointed out that whilst he doesn’t advocate spending our reserves for the sake of it, we should still look 
for positive and proactive ways to use it to support our members. We seem to have it as an agenda item relatively 
frequently but with no real output. Eugene suggested forming a sub-committee with a focus on coming up with 
ideas and reporting back to the main committee. 

Action: Amend 2016 membership form to include free under 18 membership (Robert to do this as he realised 
after the meeting that he’s not sure who has the original form) 

Action: Add agenda item for next meeting to set weekly tens entry fee 

Action: Robert to propose purpose of sub-committee so that we can circulate a call for members 

First scan of proposed constitution changes 

Robert circulated the first draft of his proposed amendments to the club constitution, which has come about from 
reviewing the constitution of other clubs as well as an example provided by British Cycling. He felt that nothing 
was proposed as a revolutionary change, merely clarifying the purpose of the club and some items to make it a 
more accurate reflection of the current working of the club. 

Nic kindly read out the main points, and Robert left it for the committee and club members to read before the 
next meeting and raise any serious objections, support or suggested added changes. We can them perform a vote 
at the January AGM. 
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Action: All committee members to read full proposal before next meeting 

Action: Robert and Victoria to link to proposed changes in next newsletter 

Newsletter - suggestions 

Drew wished to raise that he felt the newsletter would benefit from having a set sending schedule. He thinks it’s 
vital to promoting club activities as it reaches a different audience to other communication methods. He sees the 
newsletter in two parts: what’s on and other submissions. However, lately it has gone out at random times or not 
at all, and he feels for it to work it needs a schedule. 

Robert accepted that sending had been sporadic but the simple response was lack of time. However, as Victoria 
highlighted, there is an equal responsibility for other people to share events, results and more (Chair’s note:  Drew 
does send things through regularly and in good time! Thanks Drew!) 

Nick felt that it has too much text so he doesn’t read it. There is a possibility that we could split it into separate 
newsletters, or just put less text in. As with all things we do as a club feedback is always welcome so if anyone has 
any (even if just positive feedback!) send it to Robert and Victoria whenever you have it. 

Chair’s note: I didn’t say this in the meeting as I didn’t have the statistics to hand, but we show around a 65 to 75% 
open rate for most newsletters, which is quite high compared to the average according to the website we use for 
the newsletter, and most people open the newsletter more than once. So we know people read it - we just also 
need to know how to keep making it better for everyone! 

Action: Robert and Victoria to agree a sensible sending schedule and provide this date at each committee meeting 
(along with a deadline for submissions) 

Action: James to investigate whether he can export the event calendar each month to make populating a “what’s 
on” easier 

Club kit and branding 

Victoria reported that we still haven’t had anything out of this. She will set a deadline of next month and if we 
haven’t heard anything we’ll assume it’s not going anywhere! 

Presentation Evening date 

It was felt that a January date works well for the presentation evening as Christmas is a busy time for all. 

Bob is going to ask the Joliffe if they can have us again, with the 30th being our ideal date, but the weekends 
either side also being fine. 

Fitting in with our earlier agenda item on providing value through our membership fee, Dave suggested we make 
the evening free for all members. This idea was accepted by the committee. With this in mind, Bob will also ask 
how many people the Joliffe can fit in it! 

Eugene suggested that if we do this we also use a website like Eventbrite for ticketing so that we can track who is 
coming. 

Action: Bob to book Joliffe and ask how many they can cater for. 
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Youth Development Strategy - SVCC to led some rides in 2016? 

Eugene emailed the committee prior to the meeting with an email via Sulis Scorpions that proposed some led 
rides for their older members next year, with the idea being them doing a group ride on open roads. The coaches 
from Sulis Scorpions would be out too so there would be no need for the ride leader to be CRB checked. Eugene 
has asked if they would be happy to start some rides from Radstock so the members can enjoy some of our local 
routes and all we’d need to do if accepted is provide a ride leader. Nic has said that he would be happy to lead 
such a ride. 

Action: Eugene to ask Sulis Scorpions about starting from Radstock and then feedback at a later committee 
meeting 

Any other business 

Venue 

As mentioned in the Chair’s report, it may be time to look for an alternative venue. Some ideas were suggested 
with most preserving a bar! 

Action: All committee members to consider alternatives and if they can ask for availability that would also be 
helpful 

Post-meeting update: Nick asked Radstock Working Men’s Club who have a private room we can hire 

Organisation of social rides 

Since the last meeting there have been no firm offers to lead future social group rides. Terry clarified that if 
no-one comes forward he is still happy to lead some, he just felt based on comments that it was time to give 
others the opportunity to lead rides and suggest new routes and stops. However, as Terry rightly pointed out 
whoever opts to lead a ride needs to be there on the day, come rain or shine. They don’t have to do every week, 
just if they want to lead one week they make the offer. 

Chris Revill said at the sportive that he was happy to lead some. 

Either way, we need to work out a sensible way to co-ordinate rides that all members can access - time for all 
members to put on their thinking caps! We could build a database of our usual rides and members can select a 
date and a route to take on that day, or use their own route. 

Inter club Go Ride racing at Odd Down 

Nic had sent round an email about a possible Go Ride event at Odd Down on 31st October. The idea of the event 
is to gently introduce new participants to racing at Odd Down before the Winter Series, with no British Cycling 
membership required.  

Since sending the email Nic hasn’t heard anything more from Felix Young about it, so will see if he can get more 
info. 

Event results 

Bob wants to ensure that our member’s results for any events they enter are up to date and send them through to 
James - unfortunately results aren’t always promptly uploaded to events pages. If any club members have results 
to submit could they send them through please? 
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Social skittles evening 

In Elaine’s absence, Robert reminded everyone that there will be another skittles evening at Haydon Que Club on 
Friday 30th October from 7:30pm (skittles start at 8pm). The last event was good fun and all that came along 
enjoyed it, so it’s worth all members coming along to socialise with your fellow members in a slightly different 
setting! 

== 

The meeting closed at 8:30pm. 

Date of next meeting 

2nd November 2015 at 7:30pm, venue to be confirmed. Please ensure that any point for the agenda and/or 
apologies are sent to Elaine a week before if possible. 

Summary of actions outstanding and actions arising 

Action Who Status 

Volunteers for new time trial 
secretary for 2016 

Rob Specific requirement to be sent out in Oct newsletter 

Purchase of race numbers Eugene Bath CC have applied for a British Cycling grant for race 
numbers and other equipment for use at Odd Down - on 
hold 

Club kit design proposal - receive 
design suggestions 

Tori To feedback at next meeting 

Amend 2016 membership form to 
include free under 18 membership 

Robert  

Add agenda item for next meeting to 
set weekly tens entry fee 

Elaine  

Propose purpose of sub-committee 
so that we can circulate a call for 
members 

Robert  

All committee members to read full 
constitution proposal before next 
meeting 

All  

Link to proposed constitution 
changes in next newsletter 

Tori and 
Robert 

 

Agree sending schedule for 
newsletter 

Tori and 
Robert 
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Investigate whether the event 
calendar can be exported each 
month for the newsletter 

James  

Book Joliffe for Presentation Evening 
and check how many they can cater 
for 

Bob  

Research alternative meeting venues 
and check availability 

All Nick has asked at Radstock Working Men’s Club 
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